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Objectives

Fromthis chapter thereader should gainknowledge of:
• thebasic steps inthedecision-making process
• theconceptsofdecisiontheory,takingintoaccounttheriskattitudeofthedecision maker(s)
• the various choice criteria, such as expected utility model, stochastic efficiency criteria
and expected monetary value
• Bayes' theorem andtheeconomic value of information
10.1 Introduction

The economic success of animal health management isclosely related tothe way inwhich
decisionsaretakenandimplemented.Thedecision-makingprocessisessentially a five-step
procedure:
1.defining theproblem or opportunity;
2. identifying alternative courses of action;
3. gathering information and analyseeach of thealternative actions;
4. making thedecision andtake action;and
5.evaluating theoutcome.
The first step is probably the most important one. When problems are not recognized,
continuing losses may occur, particularly with subclinical diseases and reduced fertility.
Monitoring systemsespeciallywithinherdhealthprogramsareincreasingly usedtoregister,
and to help identify, these problems. Once aproblem has been defined, it will seldom be
the case that there are no reasonable solutions or actions to be taken (step 2). It will be
more common that the number of alternatives has to be limited, so that each can be
examined thoroughly. For documenting and examining thepotential effects of the various
alternative actions (step 3),it will notbe feasible to have only actual field data available.
Computer simulation has long been recognized as a complementary approach and is
particularly attractive when real-life experimentation would be impossible, costly or
disruptive.
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Whichever way,andtowhatever extent,theinformation hasbeen provided, thefourth step
isalways taken,either consciously (bychoosing the 'best' option) ornot (which implicitly
means acontinuation of the available strategy). Evaluating the outcome of actions taken
(step 5)brings the decision makerback tothefirst step,thus making theprocess acyclical
one.
Decision making in animal healthmanagement hastodeal with several factors over which
the decision maker has little or no control, making the outcome of actions uncertain.
Different criteria can be applied towhat iscalled 'decision making under risk'. Some of
those criteria arediscussed below andillustrated with anexample.
10.2 Components of a risky decision problem

Traditional analyses of decision making have distinguished two types of imperfect
knowledge: risk, when the probabilities of the uncertain outcomes are known, and
uncertainty, when they are not.However, this distinction is of little practical use and is
discarded by most analysts today. Probabilities can be 'known' only for the so-called
stationary stochasticprocesses,ie,foreventswherethereisvariabilitybutwherethesources
and nature of the variability remain constant through time. Such processes are rare in
practicaldecisionmaking.Inmoderndiscussionsandanalyses,therefore,thetermsriskand
uncertainty areused moreorless interchangeably.
Any riskydecision involves five components:acts,states,probabilities,consequences and
achoice criterion (Anderson etal.,1977).Acts(aj) aretherelevant actions available tothe
decision maker.They constitute therelevant set of mutually exclusive alternatives among
whichachoicehastobemade.Examplesofactsinanimalhealthmanagement are 'treat' or
'do not treat' an animal, or 'keep' or 'replace' aspecific animal.The possible events or
states of nature (9j) must also be defined by amutually exclusive and exhaustive listing.
Examples of states of nature are 'good', 'average' or 'poor' rainfall, or 'severe', 'normal',
'small' or 'no' outbreaksofacertaindisease.Theessenceofariskydecisionproblem isthat
the decision makerdoesnotknowfor certain which statewillprevail. Some state variables
are intrinsically continuous (eg,herd health status),but generally adiscrete representation
(such as good, average orbad) will prove adequate. Prior probabilities (Pj) reflect the
degrees ofbelief held bythedecision maker aboutthechance of occurrence of each of the
possible states.Suchprobabilities areconsidered subjective orpersonal innature.Example
probabilities for adisease problem canbe as follows: aprobability of 0.2 for a 'severe'
outbreak, 0.3 for a 'normal', 0.25 for a 'small' and 0.25 for 'no' outbreak of a certain
disease.Depending onwhich of theuncertain statesoccurs,choiceof anactleadsto some
particular consequence,outcomeorpayoff. Finally,somecriterionofchoice is necessary
to compare the possible consequences of any act with those of any other act. One such
criterion isthe expected monetary value (EMV),defined as the summation of the possible
money outcomes multiplied bytheirprobabilities.
Consider a simplified case in which afarmer can choose between two acts, ie,herd health
programs aj and &2- The payoffs of theprograms areexpected todiffer according to the
actualhealthstatusoftheherd.These 'statesofnature' canbegood,averageorbad,withan
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estimated (subjective) probability of 0.2,0.6, and0.2 respectively. Results are summarized
inTable10.1.
Table 10.7Payoff matrix for two herd health programs (US$)

Statesof nature(6j)
Herd health good (8j)
Herd health ave. (62)
Herd healthbad (63)
Expected monetary value

P(9j)
02
0.6
0.2

Program a-]
ÏÔ5Ô
4000
9000
4400

Programa2
-10000
5000
19000
4800

When taking into account themean outcome (ie,expected monetary value) tocompare the
alternatives, program a 2 isthe preferred one.This choice, however, does not hold for the
situation shouldtheherdhealthstatusbegood,thusmakingthisaclassicalexampleofrisky
choice.
10.3 Subjective expected utility model

One of the most widely applied models for studying decision making under risk is the
subjective expected utility (SEU)model (Anderson etai, 1977).Using the model, actions
are ordered according tothebeliefs andrisk attitudes ofthedecision maker.Each outcome
is assigned autility value (ie,preference), according toapersonalized, arbitrarily scaled
utility function. Theutility values for each possible outcome of an action are weighed by
their(subjective) probability andsummedacrossoutcomes.Theresultingexpectedutilityis
apreference index for that action.Actions areranked according totheir levels of expected
utility with the highest value being preferred. Farmers' attitudes towards risk vary
depending on their objectives and financial resources, for instance. Most farmers, like
otherpeople,tend toberiskaverse.
Suppose that afarmer's utility function for gains and lossesisadequately represented by:
U(x) =x -0.005X2 forx<50
wherex denotes thousands ofUSdollars.
This function makes itpossible toconvert the money values for each of the alternatives in
Table 10.1toutility values(U):
U(aj) =0.2£/(US$1000)+0.6£/(US$4000)+0.2£/(US$9000)
=0.2(0.995) +0.6(3.920) +0.2(8.595) =4.270

U(a2) = 0.2i/(US$-10000)+0.6t/(US$5000)+0.2t/(US$19000)
=0.2(-10.5) +0.6(4.875) +0.2(17.195) =4.264
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So,takingintoaccounttherisk-averse attitudeofthefarmer makesprogramaj the preferred
one, ie,yielding thehighest subjective expected utility.
The implementation of the SEU model requires the risk preferences of decision makers
(ie, the utility function) to be known. The notion of certainty equivalent is central to the
measurement ofthesepreferences, andhencetotheelicitation oftheutility function. When
given achoice between (a) payment of US$1000 for sure versus (b) achance of winning
US$5000 with aprobability of 0.25,for instance,mostpeoplewill optfor (a),even though
(b) has a higher expected monetary value. The certainty equivalent (CE) of a risky
prospect then isthe value which the decision maker isjust willing to accept in lieu of the
riskyprospect.So,therelationshipbetweentheCEandtheexpected monetary value(EMV)
of the outcomes tells something about the decision maker's attitude towards risk. If the
person isaverse torisk, which isnormally the case, (s)he will assign aCEless than EMV.
Forpeople thathave apreference for risk CEwillbe greater thanEMV,while in the case
of risk indifference CE=EMV.
Methods of eliciting utility functions involve asking people to specify their CEs for
specified risky prospects. According toAnderson etal.(1977),the simplest recommended
method isbased on considering anEqually Likely risky prospect and finding its Certainty
Equivalent. In using this so-called ELCE-method, the first step is to find the CE for a
hypothetical 50/50 lottery with the best and worst possible outcomes of the decision
problem asthetworisky consequences.The next stepistofindthe CEfor each of the two
50/50lotteriesinvolvingthefirst-establishedCEandthebest andworstpossible outcomes.
Thisprocessofestablishing utilitypointsiscontinued untilsufficient CEsareelicitedtoplot
the utility function. In order toobtain meaningful values it isimportant toprovide enough
realism for this type of game setting (Smidts, 1990). Moreover, worthwhile outcomes
require utility functions tobe described in amathematically sound way, thus making the
choice of thefunction form very important.
10.4 Other choice criteria

Utility functions maynot alwaysbeeasy toelicit. Many authors,therefore, have suggested
alternative rules that might be used, leaving it tothe individual decision maker to decide
what criterion isthemost appropriate given his/herown specific situation (Barry, 1984).
Afirstgroup ofcriteria includes those that donotrequireprobability estimates:
• Maximinisacriterion thatarisesfrom averypessimistic orconservativeriskattitude.Each
action isjudged solely on its worst outcome, and the one that maximizes the minimum
gain is selected. Inthe example of Table 10.1the minimum gains of thetwoprograms are
US$1000 and -10000respectively, with program aj being thepreferred one according to
this criterion.
• Minimax regret is similar to theprevious criterion but it argues that the 'correctness' ofa
decision be measured by the amount by which the outcome could have been increased,
had the decision maker known some information beforehand, and then selects the action
with the smallest maximum increase (ie, regret). This is acriterion which has in mind
judgment by hindsight. When choosing program &2 m Table 10.1 the maximum possible
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regret isUS$11000 (ie,US$1000 -(-10 000), in case herd health turned out to be good),
while with program al, this isUS$10000 (ie,US$19000 -9000, if herd health wasbad).
So,program al isnowthepreferred one.
• Maximax simply amounts to scanning the outcome matrix to find its largest value and
then taking thecorresponding action. This is atotally optimistic criterion, and similar to
the approach of agambler. In Table 10.1 this would result in program a 2 being taken (ie,
US$19 000being thelargest payoff).
Asecond group of criteria includes morethan one single value of theoutcome distribution
and,therefore, dorequire probability estimates:
• Hurwicz a index rule allows for a weighed average of the minimum and maximum
outcome per action, and then selects the action with the highest weighed average. In
formula:
Max[Ij =a(Mj) + (l-a)(mj)]
where a issupplied bythedecision maker subject to0<a<l, M;equalsthe maximumgain
ofaction j , andm:equalstheminimumgainofaction j . Shoulda =0.5,thentheoutcomein
Table 10.1is0.5 x9000+ (1-0.5) x 1000=US$5000 for program aj and 0.5 x 19000+
(1-0.5) x-10000=US$4500 for program a2.Program aj then is preferred.
• Laplace principle of insufficient reason selects the action with the highest expected
outcome, based on equal probabilities for all outcomes. Unlike the previous criteria it
takes into account the outcomes for all events, but still ignores that one event may be
(considered) more likely than the other. For the example in Table 10.1 this turns out to
provide an equal outcome for the twoprograms, ie, (1000 +4000 +9000)/3 = US$4667
for program aj and (-10 000+5000+ 19000)/3=US$4667 for program a2.
• Expected Monetary Value is probably the best-known criterion, and is defined as the
summation ofthepossiblelevelsofoutcomemultiplied bytheirprobabilities.Iftherearem
possible states for the j t h action with the i t h state denoted 9j, having outcome Oj: and
probability Pj, then theexpected monetary value of the outcome isgiven by:
EMV(Oj) = PJOJJ +P 2 0 2 j +...+P m O m j = iPjOy
It assumes that the decision maker's satisfaction ismeasured by the level of profit, which
in fact is aspecial linearcase of themoregeneral expected utility model (ie,assuming risk
neutrality of the decision maker). The outcome for the two programs inthe example was
already given inTable 10.1, with program a-> being thepreferred oneinthiscase.
None of the previous criteria, however, takes account of any 'utility-based' trade-off
between the average outcome of each strategy and its variance. That is why stochastic
efficiency criteria (thethird group tobeconsidered) are proposed as auseful alternative,
atleastforcaseswhereprobabilities arereasonably welldefined. Stochastic efficiency rules
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satisfy the axioms of theexpected utility modelbut donotrequireprecise measurement of
risk preferences. However, as opposed to the complete ordering achieved when risk
preferences are known, they provide only a partial ordering (King & Robison, 1984).
Stochastic efficiency rules are implemented by pairwise comparisons of cumulative
distribution functions of outcomes (y)resulting from different actions.
First-degree stochastic dominance (FSD)holds for all decision makers whoprefer more
to less (ie,whose first derivative of theutility function ispositive). No assumptions are
made about risk preferences of the decision maker, which widens the possibilities of
application butlimits itsdiscriminatory power.Graphically, theseconditions mean that the
cumulative ofthedominant (ie,preferred) distribution mustneverlieabovethecumulative
ofthedominated distribution.InFigure 10.1,for example,F(y)dominatesG(y)byFSD,but
neither F(y) norG(y)canbeordered byH(y).
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Figure 10.1First-and second-degree stochastic dominance

Second-degree stochastic dominance (SSD)assumes that decision makers,inaddition to
preferring moretoless,areriskaverse,withutilityfunctions havingpositive, nonincreasing
slopesatalloutcomelevels.UnderSSD,analternativewiththecumulativedistribution F(y)
ispreferred toasecond alternative with cumulative distribution function G(y)if
JF(y)dy<jG(y)dy
for allpossible values ofy,andiftheinequality isstrictfor somevalueofy.SSDhas more
discriminatory power than FSD, but still may not effectively reduce the number of
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alternatives.Graphically,becausetheaccumulated areaunderF(y)inFigure 10.1isalways
less than or equal to that under either G(y) or H(y), only F(y) is in the so-called SSDefficient setofthesethreealternatives.WhenonlyG(y)andH(y)areconsidered, neitherone
dominates the other by SSD, since the accumulated area under G(y) is less than the area
under H(y) for low values ofy,while the opposite condition occurs at highvalues ofy.
Stochastic dominance with respect to afunction (SDWRF) is a more discriminating
efficiency criterion that allows for greater flexibility in reflecting preferences, but also
requires more detailed information on those preferences. Formally stated, SDWRF
establishes necessary and sufficient conditions under which the cumulative function F(y)
ispreferred tothecumulative function G(y)by alldecision makerswhose risk attitude lies
anywhere between specified lower and upper bounds. The method is flexible enough to
include and investigate theimpact of any specified value (King &Robison, 1984).
PC-software has become available to perform the stochastic efficiency analyses (Gohet
al., 1989).This was also used to carry out the analyses for the example given in Table
10.1. Results are summarized in Table 10.2,together with the outcome of the previously
discussed criteria.
Table 10.2Outcome according to the various decision criteria (US$).Thepreferred

programs

are underlined or indicated with an *
Herd Health Programs
Criteria

Maximin
Minimax regret
Maximax
Hurwicz a rule (a = 1/2)
Laplace principle of insufficient reason
Expected monetary value

1000
10000
9000
5000
4667
4400

-10000
11000
19000
4500
4667
4800

FSD
SSD
SDWRF (withrisk aversion assumed tobe):
- low

- considerable
-high
Table 10.2showsthatchoicesappeartovaryconsiderably amongthecriteria.Themorerisk
averse types of criteria lead to choice of program aj, while with the expected monetary
value criterion (assuming risk neutrality) program a2 is preferred. Under the so-called
'gambling' approach (ie, maximax), program &2 is preferred even more strongly. The
Laplace criterion (usingequalweightsfor alloutcomes) doesnot discriminate between the
two programs. The same applies to most of the stochastic dominance criteria under
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consideration. At higher levels of risk aversion (ie, with higher boundaries for the risk
aversion interval), however, program aj is preferred again.
10.5 Bayes'theorem
Most farmers formulate subjective probabilities about uncertain decisions at apoint in time.
If additional information comes available, the farmer has to revise or update the
probabilities. Many farmers appear to revise their subjective probabilities in an informal
manner when they receive weather reports, national production estimates, data on domestic
use and exports, price predictions, and other data that may affect their operation. Such
probability revisions can be accomplished in a logical and mathematically correct manner
by applying Bayes' theorem. Bayes' theorem is an elementary theorem of probability
developed by the eighteenth-century English clergyman Thomas Bayes. This theorem is
normally developed in introductory courses of statistics, and its logical validity is
demonstrated in many books on decision theory (Anderson et al., 1977; Barry, 1984;
Boehlje & Eidman, 1984)
In Table 10.3 the major components that are needed to explain Bayes' theorem are
summarized, some of which have been introduced already earlier in this chapter.
Table 10.3 Summary of the major components of a risky decision problem

a;
0j
P(9j)
Xjj

= the j t n actor action available tothedecision maker
= thei"1stateofnatureorpossible event
= thepriorprobability ofoccurrence of 0j
= theconsequence, outcomeorpayoff'thatresults if a; ischosen and 6joccurs

Zjç
PCZJJÖJ)
PCGjIzjj)
c

=
=
=
=

the k" 1 possibleforecast from an experiment
the likelihood probability of zj^ occurring given that 9j prevails
the posterior probability of 0j given forecast zj,
the cost of the forecast device generating the set {z^} of possible forecasts

Suppose that the farmer in the example of Table 10.1 can obtain a prediction from the
veterinarian of the probabilities of the events 9j. The veterinarian may give k possible
forecasts (k levels of the predictor; z^). Since predictions of uncertain phenomena such as
price and yield levels for agricultural production are less than perfect, it is important to
consider the veterinarian's accuracy of the predictions in revising the prior probability
estimates. The likelihood of obtaining a particular forecast, given the event that occurred
PCzjjIOj), can be obtained by utilizing data on previous forecasts (z) of the veterinarian and
the actual outcomes (9).Then Bayes' theorem can beused tocombine the prior probabilities
P(9j) of the farmer and the data on the accuracy of the prediction P(zjil9j) to estimate the
posterior probabilities P^jlzj,). The posterior probabilities indicate the probability that an
event will occur given the prediction that has been made. Bayes' theorem can be expressed
as:
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P(9ilzk)=P(0i)P(zkl6i)/Si [P(9j)P(zkl9i)]=P(9i,zk)/P(zk)
In words, the first of these formulas says that the posterior probability of the i t h state,
given that the k1*1prediction has been made, is equal to the product of (1) the prior
probability of the state,and (2) the likelihood probability of theprediction given the state,
divided by all suchproducts summed over all the states.As the second formula indicates,
thenumerator attheright-handsideis,by definition,just thejoint probability of 9jand z k ,
while the denomi-nator is the unconditional probability of occurrence of the particular
predictionz k .Ingeneral,Bayes' formula canbeconsidered aposteriorprobability (density)
beingproportionaltopriorprobability (density)timeslikelihood.Bayes' theoremhingeson
the definition of conditional probability (P(AIB)=P(A andB)/P(B)).
Now wecontinue our example on selecting thebest animal health program (Table 10.1).
Thefarmer askstheveterinarian for advice.Basedonpasthistory,thefarmer determinedthe
accuracy of the predictions of the veterinarian. They are outlined inTable 10.4.The data
indicate,for example,that ifzj (good herd health) waspredicted bytheveterinarian inthe
past,agoodherdhealthwasfound in80%ofthecases,anaverageherdhealthin 15%ofthe
cases,andabadherdhealthwasneverfound. Thevaluesinothercolumnsoftheconditional
probability matrix areinterpreted in asimilar manner.
Table 10.4Likelihood probabilities of the veterinarian

Stateof nature (9j)
Herdhealthgood 9j
Herd health average 0 2
Herd healthbad 0 3

Likelihood probabilities P(z[tl0j)
z2
02Ö
0.70
O20

z^
Ö8Ö
0.15
O00

23
ÖÖÖ
0.15
0.80

Thefarmer nowwantstocombinethepredictionsreceivedwiththepriorprobabilitiesusing
Bayes' theorem.Thejoint probabilities required for thenumerator ofBayes' theorem have
beencalculated andrecorded inTable 10.5.Forexample,P(9 1 )P(z 1 l9 1 )=0.2x0.80 =0.16.
After completing the calculation of thejoint probabilities, the denominator of Bayes'
theoremcanbecalculatedbysummingeachcolumn.Forexample,P(z1)=X;P(9j) P(zj10j)
=0.16 +0.09 +0.00=0.25.Noticethat summing theP(zk) for allvalues of kequals 1.
Table 10.5Calculation of the joint

probabilities

Joint probabilities P(9j)P(zkl9j)
State of nature (9j)
Herd health good 9 j
Herd health average 9 2
Herd health bad 0 3
P(z k )

z

z

1
0.16
0.09
0.00
0.25

2
0.04
0.42
0.04
0.50
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FollowingBayes' theorem,theposteriorprobabilitiescanbecalculatedbydividingthejoint
probabilities by the unconditional probability of z k . For example,P(0jlzj) =0.16 /0.25 =
0.64.Theposterior probabilities aregiven inTable 10.6.
Table 10.6Calculation of the

posterior

probabilities
Posterior probabilities P(9jlz|<)

State of nature (6;)

z

z

Herd health good 9 j

1
0.64

2
0.08

3
0.00

Herd health average 62

0.36

0.84

0.36

Herd health bad 9 3

0.00

0.08

0.64

z

Theposteriorprobabilitiesreplacethepriorprobabilitiesestimated inTable 10.1.However,
herearethreesetsofposteriorprobabilities,oneforeachpredictedhealthsituation (zk).The
next stepistocalculate the EMV for each action using each set of posterior probabilities.
For this,we first have torecalculate the payoff matrix taking into account the costs (c)of
obtaining theprediction. Suppose thatcequalsUS$200.
The results obtained, which arebased onthepayoff valuesof Table 10.1and information
cost of US$200, are shown in Table 10.7.For instance, the EMV of program aj given
forecast zx is calculated as 1000x0.64 +4000 x0.36 +9000 x0.00 -200= US$(2080 200)= US$1880.Furtherinspection ofTable 10.7indicatesthataj hasthehighestEMV for
prediction of zj (denoted by underlining), while a2has the highest EMV if Z2and Z3are
predicted. Thus the optimal strategy s for the farmer is {aj, z.^,a2), meaning the farmer
will maximize EMV by selecting program aj if zj ispredicted, and selecting program a2
if either Z2 orZ3ispredicted. This optimal strategy s isalsocalled Bayes' strategy.
Table 10.7EMVsbased on posterior probability of 9/ given forecast zk and information costc
Forecast
EMV a

Program a{: EMV^IzjJ
Program a2:EMV(a2lzk)
a

zj

1880
-4800

z

2

3960
4720

z

3

7000
13760

Calculated asEMV(a;lzk) =I j [(XJ; -c) P(9jlzk)]

10.6 Value of information

It is reasonable to ask whether the use of the predictor will increase the farmer's EMV.
Moreover, there is acharge for veterinary services (cost cof theprediction). Afarmer will
like toknow whether theincrease inEMVexceeds thecost of the service.These questions
can be answered by comparing the EMV using the optimal strategy with the predictor
(Bayes' strategy) and theEMV for theoptimal action without the predictor. Ifthis value is
negative, then the additional information provided bytheforecast is not worth purchasing.
The maximum pricethat should bepaid for theforecast isgivenbythevalueofcfor which
these twoEMVs (with andwithout the additional information) areexactly the same.
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Now consider thecaseof aperfectly forecasting veterinarian. Since aperfect predictor is
never wrong,itimplies aposterior probability distribution of unity for some stateof nature
and zero for the rest. Thus, using a prime to denote perfection, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the k*"perfect forecast signal z k ' and some state of nature, say
0j, so that wecan denote the k tn perfect forecast by zj'. Further, by Bayes' theorem P(z j')
=P(6j). With aperfect forecast device the optimal act can always be chosen. This results
inthe EMV of aperfect predictor. TheEMV ofperfect information can thenbe calculated
as the difference between the EMV of the perfect predictor and the EMV without the
predictor (ie,without additional information).
Let us return to our animal health example. The EMV of the optimal strategy with the
additional information from the veterinarian, the Bayes' strategy s {a^, ^ ^ equals
US$6270(seeTable 10.8). AstheEMVoftheoptimal decisionwithoutthepredictor (a2>is
US$4800 (seeprevious section andTable 10.8),theEMV of the forecast device turns out
tobeUS$6270-4800=US$1470.Becausethisvalueispositive,theadditional information
expected from theforecast device isworth purchasing.
Table 10.8Value of information (in US$)

EMV of optimal decision (aj) without additional information:
Maxj [XyP(9i)]=-10000x0.2 +5000x0.6 + 19000 x0.2 =4800a
EMV of optimal (Bayes') strategy (s = {aj, &2< a 2 ^ w ' m additional information:
I k [maxj EMV(ajlzk)] P(zk)= 1880x0.25 +4720x0.50 + 13760x0.25 = 6270b
EMV forecast device:6270-4800= 1470
EMV oftheoptimal strategy based upon perfect predictor (ZJ'):
I j [maxjEMV(Xjj -clzj') P(8j) =800x0.2 +4800x0.6 + 18800x0.2 = 6800c
EMV of perfect predictor: 6800-4800=2000
SeeTable 10.1for P(9j) andxy
SeeTable 10.5for P(zk) andTable 10.7for s" and thecorresponding EMVs
c
SeeTable 10.1for P(0j) andxy-;c=US$200
bi

The EMV of the optimal strategy based upon aperfect predictor is also determined in
Table 10.8.TheEMV of suchperfect information isUS$6800. So,theEMV of the perfect
predictorisUS$6800-4800=US$2000.Thismakestheefficiency ofourpredictorrelative
toaperfect predictor,bothassumed tocostUS$200,(1470/ 2000)x 100%=73.5%.
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Work through the example on decision analysis, a left-displaced abomasum case,in Chapter
19.For three different strategies, the payoff matrix isgiven. You have to find the best strategy
according to different criteria: the EMV, the maximin, the minimax regret and the maximax
criterion (as discussed in section 10.4).In the next part of the model you canpractise working
with a utility function and 'translating' this into risk attitude (seesection 10.3). Lastly, the
model leadsyou through the Bayes'theorem (seesection 10.5)and calculations will be made
on the value of information

(see section 10.6). The time needed for this exercise is

approximately 60 minutes.

10.7 Multiperson decision making

The model of risky choice,asoutlined above,relatesprimarily to asituation wherethereis
one decision maker whosebeliefs and preferences aretobeused in the analysis and who
bears the consequences of the choice. Often, however, more than one person will be
involved inanydecision and/or affected bytheconsequences.Unfortunately, theextension
ofthemethodsofdecisionanalysistomultiperson decisionproblemsisnotasimplematter.
Three multiperson decision situations can be considered of particular importance in
agriculture: (1) group choice situations, wherein a number of people are collectively
responsible for adecision, (2) situations with many individual and independent decision
makers,and(3)socialchoicesituations,wherethepowerofdecisionrestswithgovernment
oroneofitsagencies,butwheremanypeopleareaffected bytheconsequences.Thelastone
especially relatestocompulsoryprogramsforcontagiousdiseasecontrol and,therefore, will
nowbediscussed inmoredetail.
Policymakers often tendtoreactinarisk-aversefashion, fearing thepersonal consequences
of being seen to have made decisions that turned out bad. The uncertainties of particular
publicprojects orprograms,however,areoften ratherinsignificant whenmeasured against
the total performance of the economy. That is why economic theory teaches that
governments make the best economic choice among risky projects by using risk-neutral
decision rules, such asthe expected monetary value criterion (Little &Mirrlees, 1974).
There are two major reasons toconsider risk-related decision rules tobe appropriate for
the choice among projects: (1) when they areunusually large, eg,affecting 10%or more
ofnationalincome,or(2)whentheirconsequencesarenotspreadwidely,andfairly evenly,
among the population. The latter will often apply tocontagious disease outbreaks, since
losses primarily affect producers' income, especially on farms and inthose areas that are
actually affected by the disease (Berentsen etal., 1990).Abetter insight into the potential
consequences of the various decision rules and risk attitudes may be helpful anyway to
provide useful information for amore thoughtful and rational decision-making approach.
Stochastic dominance with respect to a function is commonly considered the most
promising approach inthis type of analysis,but requires at least some information on the
policymakers' preferences concerning theoutcomes.Empirical research todetermine these
preferences in agriculture hasbeen sparse sofar.
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10.8 Concluding remarks

Riskand uncertainty areundoubtedly important inanimal health management. Advice and
modelling that are to support decisions in this area, therefore, should include appropriate
(subjective) probability estimates for therelevant variables under consideration. Decision
analysis and Bayes' theorem are considered worthwhile approaches for ensuring that
farmers get advice and make decisions which areconsistent with (a)their personal beliefs
about the risks anduncertainties surrounding the decision, and (b)theirpreferences for the
possible outcomes.Itcan alsohelp toprovide amorerational basis for decision making in
thepublicdomain,andtodetermine theeconomicvalueofadditional information toreduce
and/or predict the risks and uncertainties. A good risky decision, however, does not
guarantee agood outcome. That would only bepossible with perfect foresight (ie,in the
absence ofuncertainty).Itdoesassure,however,thatthedecision made isthebest possible
one given theavailable information.
Appropriate decision rules areconsidered amajor component of ariskydecision problem
(Boehlje &Eidman, 1984).The most widely used expected monetary valuecriterion does
not alwaystellthe whole story,as shown inthe -simplified -example in thischapter. Less
advanced criteria (such asmaximin orminimax)areconsidered nottobeappropriate from
a theoretical point of view. Utility functions make it possible to provide the most
comprehensive approach, including a trade-off between the average outcome and its
variation,butwillnotalwaysbeeasytocarryoutandapplyinactualfieldadvice.Stochastic
dominance criteriaarecommonly consideredpromisingtoolsinthistypeof analysis.Userfriendly software has become available tomake the application of this type of advanced
criteria much easier andaccessible (Gohetal.,1989).
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